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Short description about the release 
This release is a big step forward regarding integration with Azure Active Directory. Searching and 

using Users and Groups directly from AD will help get you up to speed while creating meetings. 

 

New functionalities 
In this release the following functionalities are added:  

Reference nr Description  

1 Search and use groups and users from your Azure Active Directory while creating 

meetings, adding participants, assigning people to tasks etc.  

2 Easy2Meet Meetings are now written in the participant calendars if you have 

‘Author’ rights to those calendars. If you don’t have those rights defined, a 

meeting request will be sent. The ‘ApplicationImpersonation’-role is from now on 

no longer needed to write in agenda’s. 

3 Set the presence and absence of meeting participants in a new way. (in the 

Preview minutes screen) It’s now possible to also add people afterwards who were 

not invited to the meeting and to add people just by their name. 

4 View a list of all open tasks for a given meeting type (Only on Tablet App) 

5 Sign in on the tablet app by using the Office 365 sign in flow. This includes the 

possibility for using Two Factor Authentication, Single Sign on and such. 

6 ANDROID SUPPORT! Meeting participants with android tablets can now view their 

meetings and attachments on android tablets. 

 

Solved issues 
In this release the following issues are resolved:  

Reference nr Description 

1 Sustaining reservations when unpublishing meetings did not actually sustain the 

reservations. 

2 Various UI issues and other bugs 

 

Known issues 
The following issues are already noted, but aren’t resolved in this release. 

Reference nr Description Work around 

1 When copying meetings, sub topics are not 

copied. 

No workaround as of yet, aside 

from manually adding the sub 

topics. 

 

 


